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Abstract—Information is currently the most important asset
of modern companies. Its security is therefore very
important and becomes the top priority of each company.
Unfortunately, there is no simple recipe providing 100 %
security of information. A company must apply the best
security procedures with the aim to achieve an appropriate
level of its information security. This paper presents and
compares the most widely used approaches to Information
Security Management System – ISO/IEC 27001:2005, BS
7799, ITIL® and CoBIT®. Each standard has its own scope,
focus and target audience, which complement each other
and play an important role in a company. The company
should have an implemented methodological guidance of IT
management to ensure a consistent approach to IT
management and IT security. In addition to the standards
and frameworks, other important players in the
standardization of information security are e.g. AIM,
BISLA®, CMMI®, ISO/IEC 15504–x, AS8015, etc.

number of standards, methodologies, frameworks etc., and
gradually covering all the activities in the areas of IS/ICT
governance in a company. Currently, there are several
standards, methodologies, frameworks and models, such
as ISO/IEC270xx series standards, BS 7799, ITIL®,
PRINCE2®, CoBIT®, OPM3®, CMMI®, P–CMM®, PCI
DSS etc. [5]. IS is thus becoming an important part of the
company security, and a decisive factor in improving
company’s performance. Actual violation of IS leads to
loss of confidence of both business partners and customers
[6, 7].
This paper briefly describes and compares selected
standards (ISO/IEC 27001:2005, BS 7799) and
frameworks (ITIL® and CoBIT®), which are parts of
ISMS.
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IS/ICT significantly influences the development of a
company. IS is a prerequisite for the effective
performance of a company. In broad terms, this means
security of the IS and the protection of the information
space and practically the protection of the company’s
IS/ICT [2].
According to the ISO/IEC 27001:2005 international
standard, IS provides information about a wide spectrum
of risks, in order to secure continuity of business
processes, minimize losses and maximize the return on
investment [9, 8, 10]. The European Union and
multinational organizations (OECD, OSN, G8, etc.)
perceive IS as a world–wide problem. To protect their
company’s valuable assets and privacy, they establish
various institutions and institutional systems (e.g. ENISA,
HLIG, etc.), where they set up strategic goals and take
measures to meet the goals [11]. IS is of a multilateral
character, i.e. it must reflect the interests of the IS/ICT
users as well as the rights of personal and legal entities,
the data of which are processed in their systems.
According to BS 7799 standard, ISMS is a part of the
total management system based on the approach to risks,
the role of which is to introduce, implement, operate,
monitor, revise, maintain and improve the IS [12, 13].
Information is a content of data occurring in various
forms: written, oral, image and electronic (digital) forms.
It can be processed by various means. Since information is
a key asset, its jeopardizing poses a serious problem that
should be addressed quickly and efficiently. Existence of a
required level of the assets’ attributes is a pre–requisite of

I.

INTRODUCTION

History of Information Security (hereinafter "IS") goes
far in the past, beginning about 4000 years ago in the
ancient Egypt. Rulers, soldiers, diplomats and
businessmen in the following millennia realized the
importance of protecting the information, and the field
began to develop significantly during the World War II
[1]. Development of IS and ICT called for additional
security attributes of information: the basic safety
requirements
(ensuring
confidentiality,
integrity,
availability) were
gradually enhanced by the new
attributes that are listed in the section of Theoretical
background of information security management. The
emergence of new IS/ICT challenged new security threats
that have been dealt with ad hoc [2, 3, 4]. Since IS begun
to play an important role in supporting its activities,
companies needed established methodological guidelines
in line with governmental guidelines. Several
organizations, both private and governmental, have
therefore established bodies of standards in order to set up
the standards, benchmarks and, in some cases, also IS
legislation, so as to maintain an adequate level of security
and proper use of funds, and to ensure the adoption of a
system of the best security practices. Security procedures
have thus become an important tool of achieving the
required level of IS. This has been reflected in the
activities of standardization bodies, issuing a growing
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II.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND OF INFORMATION
SECURITY MANAGEMENT
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successful performance of all types of companies [10, 14].
Adequate protection of information is based upon the
purpose for which the information is used and what and
how it is endangered. The practice frequently encounters
combined requirements for protecting information.
According to ISO/IEC 27001:2005 and ISO/IEC
27002:2005, basic security requirements for data
protection involve confidentiality, integrity, availability,
authenticity, accountability and privacy. Confidentiality
means ensuring that information is provided and is
accessible only to authorized persons. Integrity means
ensuring the correctness and completeness of the
information in terms of content and form. Availability of
information means that the information is accessible to
authorized persons whenever they need it – the right
information to the right people at the right time.
Authenticity of information is to ensure the integrity and
originality of a document. Traceability enables to
determine which entity conducted safety–related
activities, e.g. who entered, changed, deleted or read the
information. Finally, protection of data privacy provides
protected access to information only to a closer range of
authorized users [1, 2, 8, 10, 15].
Nature of IS is best explained in the essence of the
OECD guidelines of 2002. The document is binding, but
recommendatory in character. It emphasizes the necessity
to support the development of security culture, i.e. focus
on security in the IS/ICT development and adaptation of
new ways of thinking and behaving in the IS/ICT
utilization. The guidelines are based on nine basic
principles – safety awareness, responsibility, response,
ethics, democracy, risk assessment, design and
implementation of security, IS management and
reassessment. In solving IS and implementing ISMS, it is
necessary to consider these principles, which are
described in detail in the above–mentioned ISO/IEC
27001:2005 standard. Similar principles are also
comprised in a number of policy documents, whether
international or national [2, 3, 4].
III. METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH
Aim of the present paper is, based on the studies and
evaluation of the available literature, to analyze and
compare selected standards, methodologies, frameworks
and models of ISMS (descriptive research). To achieve the
aim, we analyzed secondary sources (domestic and
foreign professional literary sources, especially standards,
methodologies, frameworks and models, studies,
documents and journals related to this topic, as well as
monographs, handbooks, textbooks, textbooks, websites,
etc.) and applied the research methods (the study of
literature, literary research, excerpts, their processing and
sorting), the methods of obtaining new data (document
analysis), methods of the data processing (such as analysis
and synthesis, induction and deduction, comparison and
generalization). Spreadsheets and word expression
interpretation were used as complementary methods.
IV.

STANDARDIZATION IN THE FIELD OF INFORMATION
SECURITY MANAGEMENT

General support for standardization in the field of IS
management initiated a number of norms, standards,
methodologies and frameworks. The following sections of
the present paper provide a brief overview of the most
important standards and frameworks.
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A. ISO/IEC 27001:2005
Requirements regarding the implementation on ISMS in
a company are provided by the international ISO/IEC
27001:2005 standard, which is owned by ISO and IEC.
International Standard of ISO/IEC 27001 published in
2002 was a revised version of BS 7799–2:1999 British
Standard (BS 7799–2:2002) [12, 16]. It specifies the basic
requirements for design, implementation, operation,
monitoring, reviewing and improving the documented
ISMS within the company. It describes how to implement
security controls adapted to the needs of individual
organizations or their parts. It is also used to assess the
conformity of internal or external interested parties and
certification audits [10, 16, 18, 23]. There is a separate
specification for ISMS, fully compatible with the already
established quality management systems according to ISO
9001:2008 or environmental management according to
ISO 14001:2004 [20]. It complements ISO/IEC
17799:2005 standard. ISO/IEC 17799:2005 is a guidance
standard for ISO/IEC 27001:2005; it was therefore
renamed as ISO/IEC 27002:2005 in the year 2007 [15].
ISO/IEC 27001:2005 standard can be applied in the
companies of all types and sizes, as well as in various
business areas [21]. It is designed in a way enabling the
company arrange or integrate its ISMS in compliance with
the requirements of another management system. The
current ISO/IEC 27001:2005 standard is structured into
eight chapters and three annexes [18, 23]. The main part
of the standard defines mandatory parts of ISMS,
especially the area of risk assessment. Annex of the
standard describes eleven control areas based on a set of
the best practices in the areas of [9, 22, 23, 24]:
1. Security policy.
2. Organization of information security.
3. Assets management.
4. Safety of human resources.
5. Physical security and environmental security.
6. Management of communication and operation
management.
7. Management of approaches.
8. Acquisition, development and maintenance of
information systems.
9. Managing security of incidents.
10. Managing continuity management of an organization.
11. Compliance with requirements.
References are listed in the conclusion of this paper.
ISO/IEC 27001:2005 is based on a process approach
and in compliance with the principles applied in ISO
9001:2008 and OECD Guidelines. Similarly to other ISO
standards, ISO/IEC 27001:2005 also comprises a PDCA
cycle (Plan–Do–Check–Act) [21, 22]. The goal is to
design and operate an IS in compliance with the IS rules,
and to update it in case of changes [22].
Slovak Republic adopted the above–mentioned
standard under the name of STN EN ISO 27001:2006,
which enables effective and clear management of
information security in a company. Certificate acquired
according to this standard is therefore of international
validity: a Slovak company that acquired the ISMS ISO
27001 standard does not need to prove in another country
that the requirements of this standard were met.
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Introduction of ISMS in a company ensures the
protection of assets of any kind (digital information, paper
documents and physical assets (computers and networks),
knowledge and skills of employees and the protection of
natural objects of the organization) [8]. It demonstrates the
confidence that the information and the data obtained is
handled carefully, the message is defined in terms of
safety rules and the risks associated with the threats
identified in the process are managed properly. It also
declares compliance with the legislative requirements for
information security (e.g. Act No. 215/2004 of the Coll.
on protection of confident data and on the change and
amendments of some laws in the wording of later
regulations, Act No. 428/2002 of the Coll. on protection
of personal data in the wording of later amendments, Act
No. 215/2002 of the Coll. on electronic signature and the
change and amendments of some laws in the wording of
later regulations, Act No. 618/2003 of the Coll. on
copyright and the rights regarding the copyright in the
wording of later regulations, Act No. 300/2005 of the
Coll., criminal law in the wording of later regulations, Act
No. 211/2000 of the Coll. on free access in the wording
of later regulations, Commercial Code No. 513/1991
Coll., etc.) [25, 26].
B. BS 7799
The international BS 7799 standard was issued in the
year 1995 BSI. The BS 7799:1995 standard was focused
on supporting the companies in the ISMS implementation,
without emphasizing the performance of risk assessments.
Contribution was the achievement of the primary level of
information security system and standard security
management of security issues in the company [10]. In
1998–1999, the standard was revised and expanded to two
parts [10]:
- BS 7799–1:1998 – Code of Practice for Information
Security Management. The standard was included into
the system of international ISO standards without any
substantive changes and it laid the groundwork for the
development of ISO/IEC 17799 (published in 2000). It
contains a set of security measures and procedures for
the management of IS in a company.
- BS 7799–2:1999 – Specification for Information
Security Management Systems. After redrafting, the
standard was issued in 2002 under the name of BS
7799–2:2002. The aim of the amendment was to
harmonize it with the ISO 9001:2008 standard of
Quality
Management
System,
ISO
14001
Environmental Management System, and introduction
of PDCA cycle. In 2005, BS 7799–2:2002 standard
formed the basis of the international ISO/IEC 27001
standards published in 2005. This was to ensure the
use of the identical terminology and methods.
BS 7799–3 was issued in 2005 (ISO version of
ISO/IEC 27005 – Information Security Management
Systems – Guidelines for Information Security Risk
Management). The standard is consistent with other
ISO/IEC documents, particularly with the aforementioned
ISO/IEC 17799:2005 and ISO/IEC 27001:2005 standards.
It mainly provides recommendations for the
implementation of the requirements set out in ISO/IEC
27001:2005 regarding the risk management and related
activities. It is general enough to be used in all companies
regardless their size. Recommendations should be
accompanied by additional recommendations before they
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can become the basis for a risk management system in
accordance with ISO/IEC 27001:2005. The standard does
not declare compliance with the legislative requirements
for IS. It is designed for those companies that are involved
in ISMS risk management [12].
C. ITIL®
ITIL®
(Information
Technology
Infrastructure
Library®) is a complex system of volumes leaving certain
freedom in the implementations of processes. It belongs to
the portfolio of the best practices of OGC. It is a process –
oriented framework for the field of management of IT
services [32, 33, 34]. It is suitable for both IT services
suppliers and also bigger IT divisions [35]. It is based on
the PDCA cycle [32, 33, 34]. ITIL® framework was
designed and gradually published since the year 1980
under the name of GITIM, as a response to the demand of
the British government with the aim of assuring quality of
services and decreasing the IT expenses of the British
government and private sector of CCTA. Original
framework fastened on the common practice,
governmental agencies and private sector. The concepts
are similar: providing and supporting IT services. The first
set of ITIL®V1 was issued in the year 1989. The whole
library contained 46 individual volumes. Continuity
between individual volumes was not maintained [33, 34,
36]. In the year 1990, the concept was accepted by the big
companies and governmental agencies in Europe. It was
gradually introduced to non–governmental institutions and
organizations in Great Britain and all over the world. In
the year 2000, Microsoft® started using ITIL®V1 as the
basis for the development of its own framework entitled
Microsoft Operations Framework® (hereinafter “MOF®”).
In the year 2001, ITIL®V1 was revised (denoted as
ITIL®V2). ITIL®V2 comprised 10 parts: two basic
volumes (Service Support and Service Delivery), which
were divided into several brief volumes and other nine
volumes [33, 34, 37]. In the year 2006, a new version of
the ITIL® glossary was published. In the year 2007, an
enhanced version of ITIL®V3 (5 volumes) was published.
ITIL®V3 was built upon the control of the IT life–cycle or
the control of the value provided by IT to their customers,
i.e. consumers of IT services [33, 34, 38, 39, 40]. A new
version denoted as ITIL®2011 Edition and issued in
2011comprises five basic volumes – Service Strategy,
Service Design, Service Transition, Service Operation,
Continual
Service
Improvement,
as
well
as
complementary volumes, such as The Introduction to the
ITIL® Service Lifecycle, omitting some processes, adding
new processes, check lists of changes and reviewed field
of the expertise certification. Amended was particularly
the volume of Service Strategy and ITIL® glossary [33,
34, 40, 41]. Framework is neither a standard nor a
methodology of ITSM as it does not deal with particular
feature of the company’s organizational structure, nor the
way of occupying the roles of processes by certain work
positions (it gives just recommendations which
should/should not be cumulated in one person, and the
similarity and contents of both procedures and the project
methodology of ITSM implementation [42]. It currently
serves as the basis for the development of the process
itself. Major advantage of introducing the processes
according to ITIL® is the use of agreed terminology
(event, incident, problem, activity, role, etc.) facilitating
communication between the company with its customers
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and partners, as well as between individual departments
[46].
BSI fastened on ITIL® and defined the standard of BS
15000 – BS 15000–1:2002 IT Service Management –
Specification for Service Management, BS 15000–2:2003
IT Service Management – Code of practice for Service
Management. In 2005, it was included into the ISO
system under the code of ISO/IEC 20000 – ISO/IEC
20000–1:2005 Information Technology – Service
Management – Part 1: Specification, ISO/IEC 20000–
2:2005 Information Technology – Service Management –
Part 2: Code of Practice. Currently, the British standard is
replaced by BS ISO/IEC 20000–1:2005 Information
Technology – Service Management – Specification, BS
ISO/IEC 20000–2:2005 Information Technology –
Service Management – Code of Practice [39, 47].
D. CoBIT®
CoBIT® (Control OBjectives for Information and
related Technology) is a framework designed in 1996 by
the international ISACA for IT governance. It comprises a
set of practices enabling to achieve strategic goals of
company through the effective utilization of available
sources and minimization of IT risks. CoBIT® is primarily
designed for managers, auditors and IT users, providing
them with a system of processes, indicators and metrics
which can be used to introduce the system of IT
Governance in order to maximize the benefit of IT
utilization. The framework is used to set up or audit
information processes in bigger companies [35]. The
framework was first time issued in 1996. The second
version of 1998 was enhanced by audit procedures, a set
of implementation tools, elaborated processes and detailed
goals. The third version of 2000 was complemented by
managerial procedures within the innovated framework.
Major change was that CoBIT® was included into ITGI
section. Version 4.0 of 2005 combined several documents
into one. Version 4.1 of 2007 (213 p.) classifies IT into
four sections representing main chapters of the book,
describing 34 processes. There is also PDCA cycle [48].
The final version of CoBIT® is version 5 of 2012, which
consolidates and integrates frameworks CoBIT® 4.1, Val
IT 2.0 and Risk IT, including ITIL®2011 Edition and
relating ISO standards, and comprising the features of
BMIS and ITAF models [49]. It defines the IT processes
divided into two main fields of process domains –
Governance: (Evaluate, Direct and Monitor/EDM) – 5
processes, Management: (Align, Plan and Organize/APO)
– 13 processes, (Build, Acquire and Implement/BAI) – 10
processes, (Deliver, Service and Support/DSS) – 6
processes, (Monitor, Evaluate and Assess/MEA) – 3
processes, the structure of which forms a loop
representing the life–cycle of the information system.
Each of the processes in individual area splits into detail
activities, their inputs and outputs. Evaluation scale for all
processes has 6 degrees: 0–process does not exist, 5–
process is fully optimized. CoBIT®5 is built upon five
basic principles [50]:
1. Meeting the needs of each stakeholder.
2. Complete coverage of the company.
3. Roofing of recommendations and standards.
4. Comprehensive approach.
5. Department of governance.
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A comprehensive approach provides seven fundamental
components [50]:
1. Principles, rules and frameworks.
2. Processes.
3. Organizational structures.
4. Culture, ethics and behavior.
5. Information.
6. Services, infrastructure and applications.
7. People, skills and competencies.
Similarly to ITIL®2011 Edition, CoBIT®5 is based on a
fact, that, in order to achieve its goals, the company
should identify its business requirements, which will
consequently generate the requirements for IT sources,
integrated in the IT processes bringing the desired service
and information.
E. Other Standards, Frameworks and Models
Besides the above–mentioned standards and
frameworks, there are other important players in the field
of the IS standardization, e.g. (own source):
1. AIM: A Generic Framework for Information
Management (The Amsterdam Model of Information
Management).
2. BiSL® (Business Information Services Library®).
3. CMMI® (Capability Maturity Model® Integration).
4. ISO/IEC 15504–x: Software Process Improvement and
Capability Determination (well–known as SPICE).
Slovak Republic adopted the standard under the name
of STN ISO/IEC 15504x:2010: Information
technologies. Evaluation of processes.
5. ISO/IEC 38500:2008: Corporate Governance of
Information Technology is very similar to AS8015.
Slovak Republic adopted the standard under the name
of STN ISO/IEC 38500:2011: Corporate governance
of information technologies.
6. AS8015 (Australian Standard for Corporate
Governance of Information and Communication
Technology/ICT.
7. SABSA® (Sherwood Applied Business Security
Architecture®).
8. AS/NZS
4360:2004:
Risk
Management
(Australia/New Zealand/Risk management).
9. ISO/IEC 20000x: Information technology. Service
Management. Slovak Republic adopted the standard
under the code of STN ISO/IEC 20000k:2008
Information technologies – Management of services.
10. TOGAF (Open Group Architecture Framework).
11. Val–IT / Risk–IT – frameworks of investment and risk
management.
12. MOF, HPITSM (Hewlett Packard’s ITSM Reference
Model), PRM–IT (IBM’s Process Reference Model
for IT) – ITSM frameworks of commercial providers.
13. eTOM (Enhanced Telekom Operations Map) –
framework of telecommunication branch.
14. PAS 56 (Publicly Accessible Specification 56).
15. ISO/IEC270xx – Information Technology – Security
Techniques – Information Security Management
Systems. Slovak Republic adopted the standard under
the name of the STN ISO/IEC 270xx standards –
Information technologies – Safety techniques.
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16. PRINCE2®:2009
(PRojects
IN
Controlled
Environments®).
17. OPM3® (The Organizational Project Management
Maturity Model®).
18. P–CMM® (People Capability Maturity Model/People
CMM/PCMM/P–CMM/).
19. PCI DSS (Payment Card Industry Data Security
Standard), etc.
®

F. Comparison of ISO/IEC 27001:2005, ITIL 2011
EDITION and CoBIT®5:2012
Table I. lists the criteria of IS/ICT ISO/IEC
27001:2005, ITIL®2011 Edition a CobiT®5:2012 in order
to compare the currently most widely used approaches
toward management and administration.
TABLE I.
COMPARISON OF ISO/IEC 27001:2005 STANDARD WITH
®
ITIL 2011EDITION AND COBIT®5:2012 FRAMEWORKS [ADAPTED BY 5,
8, 13, 56, 57]
STANDARD/
FRAME
CRITERIA

MEANING

TYPE
RECOGNITI
ON
OWNER
YEAR OF
ISSUE
REQUIREME
NT
ORIGIN
TARGET
GROUP

TYPE OF
COMPANY

ITIL®

CoBIT®

Information
Technology
Infrastructure Library

Control
OBjectives for
Information
and related
Technology

framework

framework

world–wide

world–wide

world–wide

ISO
IEC

OGC

ISACA

1947

1980

ISO/IEC 27001
Information
Technology –
Security Techniques
– Information
Security management
systems –
Requirements
standard

BS 7799–2:2002
UK
all in company
responsible for
security management,
IT experts for
security management;
auditors
all companies
regardless the type
and size

COMMUNIT
Y AND
GROUP OF
USERS

–

PUBLISHER

ISO

ACCREDITA
TION

CERTIFICAT
ION AND
QUALIFICAT
ION

BSi group

link to ISO/IEC
17000:2004
ISO/IEC 27x

governmental
organizations from
practice
UK
providers of IT
services, IT experts on
all levels of
management
all companies
regardless the type
and size
itSMFI
(IT Service
Management Forum
International)
ITSMportal
(IT Service
Management Portal)
LinkedIn
(group ITIL®)
TSO
(Stationary Office)
APMG
(APM Group)

ITIL Foundation
Level
ITIL Intermediate
Level
ITIL Managing
Across the Lifecycle
ITIL Expert Level
ITIL Master
Qualification
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1996
to establish
consultation
and audit
companies
UK
top
management,
IT users,
auditors,
owners of
processes
big companies
with complex
infrastructure
of IS/ICT

AREAS OF
ACCREDITA
TION AND
QUALIFICAT
ION

link to ISO/IEC
17000:2004

ITIL® framework

IT audit,
security,
management
and risks

–

ITIL® scheme
SW templates

LEVEL OF IT
MANAGEME
NT

list of IT audits
and standards,
regulations,
techniques and
tools

tactic,
operative

tactic,
operative

strategic

ORIENTATIO
N

IS

definition of ICT
processes, practical
procedures, security
management

LEVEL OF
ORIENTATIO
N

identification and
management of IS
processes, activities
directly connected
with IT, security
techniques,
certification

only direct activities
and services of
IS/ICT

possible
(processes m:n)

possible
(processes m:n)

TOOLS

MAPPING
FOR THE
SECOND
DEGREE

INTENSITY
OF
IMPLEMENT
ATION

demanding

simple/direct;
processes are defined,
their implementation
is free

STRUCTURE

11 fields
39 aims
133 checks
5000 direct and
implied security
measures

5 fields
6 operative processes
5 tactic processes
26 processes

PUBLICATIO
NS

1

5

http://www.iso.org/
http://www.sutn.sk/d
efault.aspx

http://www.itil.org/
http://www.itsmfi.org/
http://www.itsm.sk/sk/
Home.alej

IT Professional
Networking
Knowledge
Centre

ISACA
ISACA
(Information
Systems Audit
and Control
Association)
Certified
Information
Systems
Auditor
(CISA)
Certified
Information
Security
Manager
(CISM)
Certified in the
Governance of
Enterprise IT
(CGEIT)
Certified in

Risk and
Information
Systems
Control
(CRISC)
professional
education
conferences
training
online
education

SOURCE

AVAILABILI
TY

paid form directly in
ISO

all volumes are paid in
specialized outlets
with IT literature

total
management
and evaluation
of IT
identification
of processes,
activities and
their aims
directly
connected with
the
company IS/IC
T
possible
(processes
m:n)
difficult due to
less
understanding
clarity;
need to design
processes;
demanding;
implementatio
n area;
relating with
the supply of
values (Value
Delivery)
2 fields
(Governance/
Management)
5 domains (1 –
Governance:
EDM/ 4
Management:
APO/BAI/DSS
/MEA)
37 processes
129 aims
265 metrics
210 practices
1115 activities
5 principles
7 components
6
CoBIT®5
Product
Family
http://www.isa
ca.org/
all materials
except for
regulations for
audit are
available free
to download in
electronic form
on the website
of ISACA
group;
CoBIT®
security;
baseline is free
in .pdf format
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MAJOR
ADVANTAGE
S

MAJOR
DISADVANT
AGES

provides
methodology for
implementation of
specific assessment
of risks in a company
and a definition of
security aims;
protects own assets of
company,
assures and improves
customers’ trust;
certificate;
company image

comes out of practice
of proven procedures;
applicable also in
lower levels of IT
management;
unified terminology;
possible
implementation in
parts; comprises
detailed descriptions,
definitions, samples of
templates, diagrams,
models etc.

does not comprise a
list of steps leading to
the systems’ security
in the company

does not cover all
aspects of IT
management;
quite complicated
framework

designed
particularly for
strategic IT
management
of environment
and
implementatio
n of its audit or
quick
revelation of
the mistakes in
its
management;
enables to set
out strategic IT
management in
compliance
with strategic
business
requirements
(IT
Governance);
involves all
aspects of IT
management
of a company
division
distant from
routine
informatics;
says almost
nothing about
how to design
and implement
processes,
activities,
functions and
roles;
does not
contain basic
definitions
in the field of
process
description,
provides only a
list of inputs,
outputs, roles
and activities,
while giving
just their
names and a
detailed
description of
what the
author thought;
implementatio
n of IT
systems
management is
complicated

out from practice, but it is the work of several professional
auditing and consulting companies, which corresponds to
the language used in publications. For people with IT
experience, CoBIT® processes may seem less clear and
legible than the ones defined in ITIL®, and
implementation therefore may be more demanding for
them. However, the advantage of CoBIT® is that its
publications are freely available for download on the
Internet. CoBIT® is thus based on a number of existing IT
practices. It is sometimes referred to as an "integrator"
summarizing various IT practices under one roof, while
helping link these practices with business requirements.
Frameworks and standards are not mutually exclusive, but
rather complementary. Processes according to ITIL® and
ISO/IEC 27001 are commonly used for tactical and
operational management. CoBIT® is used at the highest
level of IT management, providing management
framework based on a model of IT processes. We can say
that ITIL® or ISO/IEC 27001 cover specific areas of IT
and can be inserted into the CoBIT® framework. On the
level of processes, mapping is in the ratio m:n, i.e. certain
set of processes of the CoBIT® framework corresponds to
certain set of processes according to ITIL® and ISO/IEC
27001.
It is important that the top management of the company
took full responsibility for the IT management to actively
manage IT strategy. Company management should assert
that the company has implemented a standard, framework
or methodology of IT management ensuring a unified
approach to IT management and IT security within the
company [5, 56, 57].
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